ALTERNATIVE FOOD PRODUCTION LANDSCAPE IN STOCKHOLM

**RESEARCH QUESTION**

World’s urban population grows rapidly, as well as Stockholm

Growing needs for food

Increasing usage of lorries for food transportation (increased 23% since 1980)

Inequality: Some poor have no access to basic food needs

Disconnection between urban production and consumer

Demanding an alternative food system in Stockholm

Less of food, more of traffic: Less food

Demanding a better food lifestyle

Less of food, more green: More green

**HISTORY OF FOOD CENTER IN STOCKHOLM**

1857: Pre-stage - A donation idea of a food markethouse in Stockholm

1892: Establishment of a food markethouse in Stockholm

1930s-1950s: Expansion - Is the early 1950s, more markethouses were built in urban municipalities with increasing land acreage.

1960s-1980s: Renovation - The end of the 1970s and 1980s saw the markethouses with new buildings and new processing area

1991: End - In 1991, the devastating fire in the food markethouse, making it impossible to continue. Thereafter, it was required as a city council of more interest to the city.

**LOCATION**

City center

Slockhusområde

Larsboda

**CURRENT CONDITION ANALYSIS**

Future

In 2017, the council approved the plan for the food markethouse in Stockholm. This food markethouse is now the largest in the world. The council will continue to be significant for the food production in Stockholm.